
 

In her signature talks Alexandria shares proven simple 
processes guaranteed to improve life as soon as TODAY! Your 
audience will learn powerful skills to help them feel better 
immediately and pave the way for future successes. 

Alexandria helps people discover their ability to create their 
lives through their thoughts, emotions and actions. Her 
programs help them release limiting beliefs preventing them 
from living the lives they want, and show how to align their 
thoughts, actions and beliefs so they can achieve their desires. 

Warm and insightful, Alexandria delivers high-content programs 
for your audiences, ensuring your group is fully engaged and 
empowered to implement what they learn during their program. 

EVERYTHING IS POSSIBLE! 

YOUR DREAMS ARE WITHIN REACH! 

COME EXPLORE YOUR INFINITE POSSIBILITIES! 

Discover how to eliminate negative thinking once and for all! 
Achieve your goals with success strategies that work! 

Alexandria delights, informs and inspires audiences. Whether 
addressing an intimate group or a standing room only arena, 
count on Alexandria to bring up the vibe and bring down the 
house. Her life-changing approach gives a  new awareness of 
how you create your own reality, enabling clients to take a 
quantum leap in creating the wealth and joyful relationships they 
deserve! Rely on her to dazzle your audience! Book today! 

 

 

ALEXANDRIA BARKER 

An award-winning 
speaker who has 

addressed worldwide 
audiences by TV, radio, 

internet radio, 
teleseminars, webinars 

and  live, Alexandria 
looks forward to the 

opportunity to deliver 
her brand of  WOW to 

your audience. 

Alexandria delivers 
powerful experiences 

that empower listeners 
to have a big impact in 

their lives, and the 
world!  

 
Author of:  

Relief Beyond Belief 

and Wishful Thanking;  

7 Simple Steps to 

Abundance 

 

Life Coach, Infinite 
Possibilities Trainer, 

Reiki Master and Yoga 
teacher, Alexandria is 
widely regarded as an 
expert in Holistic and 

Energy Healing, and has 
been featured in The 

Toronto Star and Healthy 
Living Now Magazine 

info@alexandriabarker.com / www.AlexandriaBarker.com / 613.475.3867 
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